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Abstract: Youtube.com has become one of the most popular places to share videos on the Internet,
storing a large amount of audiovisual materials. People all over the world can upload their videos
and watch videos of others. The research potential of this information source has received increasing
popularity across scientific disciplines. In this contribution, we explore the top viewed videos
containing selected cryospheric keywords, both general (cryosphere, glacier, ice, permafrost, snow),
and specific, focusing on different types of cryospheric hazards (avalanche, blizzard and glacial
lake outburst flood/jokulhlaup). Searching 100 top-viewed videos for each keyword, our database
consists of 859 videos. Each video is described by several qualitative characteristics (e.g., video
type, geographical focus) as well as quantitative characteristics (e.g., views per day, likes). A total
of 310 videos in our database (36.1% of all) are classified as videos with factual cryospheric content.
We show that the broader audience represented by YouTube users is particularly interested in videos
capturing dynamic processes such as calving of glaciers. While videos found for general cryosphere
keywords have attracted a generally higher attention of YouTube users (total views), videos found
for specific keywords are ranked among the most liked. Further, we analyze where the videos
with cryospheric content are filmed, revealing several hotspots for different keywords located in all
continents except for Africa. Finally, we discuss the potentials of cryosphere videos for educational
and research purposes, pointing out that videos filmed by incidental witnesses of low-frequency
processes such as glacial lake outburst floods might contribute to the elucidation of their dynamics,
magnitude and behavior as well as the occurrence in space and time.
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1. Introduction

Climate change impacts the cryosphere more visibly than other parts of the Earth system [1],
resulting in various geo-hydrological as well as ecological and societal consequences, bringing
challenges outreaching the cryosphere [2]. As such, the cryosphere attracts substantial attention from
scientists as well as policy- and decision-makers (e.g., [3–5]). On the other hand, only a limited amount
of studies addresses the public perception of the cryosphere (in its broad sense), most frequently
on local to regional scales. Among these, Garavaglia et al. [6] evaluated tourists’ perception of
environmental changes (including changes within the cryosphere) in the Italian Alps. The perception
of climate change and associated changes in the cryosphere, as well as suitable adaptation options,
have been researched in inland China by Deng et al. [7]. The cryosphere service function, aiming at
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the decision-makers’ and public awareness of environmental protection, has been proposed by Xiao
et al. [8]. Finally, Demiroglu et al. [9] investigated the visitors’ perception of a shrinking glacier in a
ski resort in Norway. Studies touching on the topic of the perception of glaciers and glacier-related
risks have been performed in inhabited high mountain ranges of the world, among others in the
Himalayas [10–12], and Andes [13–15]. These studies mainly investigated the impacts of climate change
but also pointed out the spiritual significance of glaciers for local communities [16–18]. These studies
frequently employed various methods involving communities and stakeholders, e.g., interviews and
questionnaire surveys.

At the same time, with increasing availability, quantity and quality of recording devices and
well-developed image processing systems, videos uploaded on the internet are gaining more interest.
Such videos might be exploited for multiple scientific purposes, e.g., in citizen science (i.e., the public
contribution to research design, data collection and knowledge [19]), especially while including
temporal and spatial information [20–22].

There is a large volume of publications mentioning YouTube as a topic in the Web of Science (WoS)
Core Collection Database [23]; specifically, there are 5357 total records up to date (March 2019). Since the
first publications in 2006, the popularity of using YouTube for science has increased exponentially.
Concurrently, the trend in the citation of the articles is also accelerating exponentially. YouTube
is utilized across multiple disciplines with the most records in the WoS categories of computer
sciences (51%; computer science, software engineering, information systems, theory methods, artificial
intelligence, interdisciplinary applications, hardware architecture, cybernetics). Videos are widely
used for education (~11.5% of total records; e.g., [24,25]), however, they may also contain valuable
scientific data, which can benefit research [26].

Volunteered geographic information is commonly used in citizen science [27] and refers to
information collected and shared by the public [28]. The use of citizen science is commonly employed
in fields of natural sciences, e.g., ecology [29–31], although the volume of records in geosciences
is scarce. Despite many researchers pointing out the unutilized source of user-uploaded data
in geosciences, especially in regard to natural hazards [20,28], geo-categories (WoS categories of
geosciences multidisciplinary, geography, geochemistry geophysics and geography physical) only
represent 0.484% of the WoS-indexed publications mentioning YouTube. Previous research papers
classified under geo-categories, for instance, have utilized YouTube for communication [32,33] or
education [25,34], however, there are very few papers using YouTube as a database for analysis.
Klenner et al. [35] and Heipkie [36] reviewed the state of the use of citizen science in geosciences while
highlighting the possible benefits for the field.

While we observe the apparently increasing popularity of using YouTube in the scientific articles,
this has been rarely employed in geosciences, let alone a specific part of it, such as the cryosphere.
The main objective of this study is to explore the top-viewed videos containing cryosphere keywords
and the top-viewed videos with factual cryospheric content, revealing components of the cryosphere of
particular interest for the broader public audience (represented by YouTube users). Further, we aim to
explore the geographical distribution of these videos and discuss their use for educational and research
purposes. This study gives a special emphasis on the different types of rapid cryospheric hazards,
which are addressed in more detail.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Keywords Definition and Database Building

A total of nine keywords were selected to cover main streams of cryospheric science and to be in
line with priorities of the Cryosphere II Special issue [37]. Five general terms used in the cryosphere
science (cryosphere, glacier, ice, permafrost, snow) and four selected cryospheric hazards (avalanche,
blizzard, glacial lake outburst flood (GLOFs), jokulhlaup) were used in this study since natural hazards
are of special research interest [38]. Search for the keywords was conducted in the period of January to
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February 2019, using computers with a public IP address located in the Czech Republic; no access
restrictions to the content have been experienced regarding the location or copyrights. However,
we are aware that some of the content might not be accessible globally due to diverse country-specific
restrictions and copyright policies, and we realize that: (i) These restrictions and policies might
influence the overall statistics (e.g., total views if some content would be accessible globally while
others would not); and (ii) applying the same methodology in different country-specific settings might
lead to different results (e.g., different lists of the top-viewed videos). For each of the keywords defined,
100 top-viewed videos were sought at YouTube.com (as a signed-out user) and considered for the
database. Fewer videos were considered for the keyword glacial lake outburst flood (n = 98) and
jokulhlaup (n = 61) since there were no more results found at the time of the research. The database
consists of 859 videos, of which few appear in the datasets of more than one keyword.

Each video considered in the database is described by several quantitative and qualitative
characteristics (see Table 1). All information was gathered from YouTube.com—from the list of the
most viewed videos (Views, Length) and from the pages of individual videos (Title, Author, Subscribers,
Date published, Likes, Dislikes). Days since published were calculated as the difference between Date
published and the date of the database building (in days); Views per day were calculated from Views
divided by Days since published. The Type of the video and Geographical focus was assigned manually
based on the title/description and visual interpretation of the content. It is important to note that the
content of YouTube.com evolves dynamically and that our findings are valid at the time of database
building (January/February 2019; see SUPPLEMENT).

Table 1. Characteristics used to describe each video in the database. The high variability of values
documents apparent differences among different types of videos (e.g., music videos and videos with
factual cryospheric content) and among keywords used (i.e., general and specific keywords).

Characteristic Description Values

Title Title of the video 843 unique titles (a total of 859 videos)
Author Name of YouTube channel 661 unique YouTube channels

Subscribers Total of channel’s subscribers 0 to 66 M subscribers of the channel
Length Duration of the video (h:m:s) 0:00:04 to 10:00:10

Date published Date of appearance on YouTube 4.3.2006–12.2.2019
Days since published Difference between Date published and the

date of analysis (in days)
10–4720 days

Views Total views at the date of database building 2–1.6B views
Views per day An average number of views per day 0.007–4,500,000 views per day

Likes Total of likes (thumbs up) 0–16M
Dislikes Total of dislikes (thumbs down) 0–761,000

Type Qualitative description of the content
(6 categories)

(i) video with cryospheric content;
(ii) music video; (iii) movie;

(iv) gaming video; (v) sport video;
(vi) other

Cryosphere keyword Cryospheric keyword used in the search (9) (i) cryosphere; (ii) glacier; (iii) ice;
(iv) permafrost; (v) snow;

(vi) avalanche; (vii) blizzard;
(viii) glacial lake outburst flood;

(ix) jokulhlaup
Geographical focus 1 Location where the video has been shot 27 locations/hotspots in 17

different countries
1 Geographical focus is only assigned to videos with cryospheric content (Type (i)).

2.2. Database Analysis and the Structure

The first part of this study analyzes the entire database, focusing on the share of different video
types among individual cryospheric keywords (Section 3.1). The Word cloud analysis has been
employed using the MAXQDA 2018.2 software [39] to create word clouds highlighting the most
frequently occurring words among video titles. Various types of word clouds have been previously
successfully employed in the scientific papers [40–42]. In this study, only words appearing three or

YouTube.com
YouTube.com
YouTube.com
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more times are considered. Single characters and letters, graphical icons, conjunctions, prepositions and
articles were omitted from the word cloud analysis. The second part analyzes a subset of videos with
factual cryospheric content, focusing on the most popular cryosphere components and geographical
distribution (Section 3.2). ESRI ArcGIS version 10.6. has been used to visualize the locations of the
videos’ contents. The third part analyzes videos featuring selected cryospheric hazards in detail
(Section 3.3). Further, we discuss the relationship between the quantitative characteristics—views,
views per day, likes, dislikes and subscribers—using a linear regression model (see Section 4.2).
Since values of individual variables differ in the order of magnitude (see Table 1), we use log10
transformation for the regression.

3. The Top-Viewed Cryosphere Videos on YouTube

3.1. The Top-Viewed Videos Containing Cryosphere Keywords

3.1.1. General Characteristics of the Dataset

This section documents information about the most viewed videos on YouTube for nine selected
cryosphere keywords used and discusses the share of six different types of videos distinguished in this
study (see Table 1). The most frequently represented type are videos with factual cryospheric content;
a total of 310 videos out of 859 videos in the database (36.1%) do have factual cryospheric content and
are further analyzed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. These are followed by music videos (n = 224; 26.1%) and
gaming videos (n = 129; 15.0%). Sports videos and movies each represent about 5% in the database
and videos classified as others represent the remaining 12.8%. Figure 1 illustrates that a share of videos
with factual cryospheric content varies considerably among the individual keywords used, reflecting
their generality.
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Figure 1. The share of different types of videos found for individual keywords (E—videos with factual
cryospheric content; G—gaming videos; Mc—music videos; Mv—movies; S—sports videos; O—others).
Note that the amount of videos found for glacial lake outburst flood (GLOFs) (n = 98) and jokulhlaups
(n = 61) is lower compared to other keywords (n = 100 for each).
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The lowest share of videos with factual cryospheric content is observed for the keyword ice (2.0%),
and snow (7.0%), while the highest is observed for glacial lake outburst floods (81.6%). Apart from that,
videos with cryospheric content also dominate the keyword avalanche (35.0%), cryosphere (39.0%),
permafrost (40.0%), glacier (46.0%) and jokulhlaup (73.8%), while music videos dominate the keyword
snow (59.0%) and ice (47.0%) and gaming videos dominate the keyword blizzard (45.0%; see also
Section 3.1.2).

Figure 2 shows the most frequently used words in the titles of top-viewed videos found for
individual cryosphere keyword. “Cream” is the most repeated among the titles of videos found for
the keyword ice (46.0%), which is related to the high share of other music and movie videos (see also
Figure 1), especially videos focusing on kids (e.g., ice cream color-learning videos such as Learn Colors
with Yummy Ice Cream Cones Learn Colors for Children uploaded by the Yippee Toys channel). “Calving”
is popular among videos found for the keyword glacier. “Patrol” (16.0%) is the most popular word
repeated in the titles of videos found for the keyword snow, apparently being linked to the high share
of music videos among these (see Section 3.1.2). Similarly, “League” and “Legends” repeated in the
titles of videos found for the keyword permafrost, which is related to the high share of gaming videos;
also the word “Mighty” is frequent among the titles of videos found for the keyword cryosphere
(16.0%) and is related to the gaming videos. “Snowboarder”, “Ski”, “Accident” and “Survive” appear
for the keyword avalanche. “Glacial”, “Lake”, “Outburst” and “Flood(s)” appear among the titles of
videos found for the keyword jokulhlaup and vice versa, despite the fact that they are usually used for
generically different processes in the scientific literature.
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Figure 2. The most frequently used words in the titles of videos including individual cryospheric
keywords. Frequency of the word occurrence is expressed by font size—the higher frequency the bigger
font (in the figure shown as a number of hits for the selected keywords, e.g., 98 hits for permafrost or
28 hits for GLOF), and is not comparable between different word clouds. Different color tones are only
used to increase readability, they do not refer to any variable. Only words appearing three or more
times are shown in these word clouds.
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Some of the word clouds also indicate a geographical focus (see also Section 3.2.2). “Siachen”—the
most popular word in the titles of videos found for the keyword glacier (6.0%)—refers to the
location. Both Indian and Pakistan armies are shown operating on Siachen glacier in Karakoram
(e.g., Watch-Pakistan army vs. Indian army in Siachen Glacier | Life in World’s highest battleground Siachen
uploaded by K Point). “Alaskan” appears among the repeated words for the keyword jokulhlaup
while “Alaska” for glacier, “Nepal” for glacial lake outburst flood and “Siberian” and “Arctic” for the
keyword permafrost.

3.1.2. Music, Gaming, Sports Videos and Movies

A total of 224 videos in the database (26.1% of all) are classified as music videos. Music videos
dominate the database for the keyword snow (59.0%) and ice (47.0%), and also have a considerable
share (over 20%) among the videos found for the keyword avalanche (30.0%), blizzard (26.0%) and
cryosphere (23.0%). Clearly, this is caused by some of the general cryospheric keywords being used as
a part of the artists’ names (e.g., American rapper Ice Cube), music bands (e.g., Northern Irish rock
band Snow Patrol), music albums (Permafrost by German musician Thomas Köner, released in 1993)
or songs (e.g., Snow (Hey Oh) by Red Hot Chili Peppers, released in 2006). These are, not surprisingly,
also ranked among the top-viewed videos, including the top-viewed video in the database—Frozen:
Let It Go Sing-along uploaded to the Disney UK channel—soundtrack from Frozen music comedy,
with over 1.6 billion views (in February 2019).

Gaming videos (videos capturing gamers playing a game and/or giving advice on how to play a
game being the most common) represent a total of 129 records in the database (15.0%). Gaming videos
are especially represented among the top-viewed videos of four cryospheric keywords—blizzard
(45.0%; the most frequently represented video type for this keyword), permafrost (33.0%), cryosphere
(28.0%) and avalanche (16.0%). The League of Legends (keyword permafrost), Grand Theft Auto V
(avalanche), Fortnite (permafrost), Mighty No. 9 (cryosphere) and World of Warcraft (blizzard) gaming
videos are among the most viewed and the most liked. We argue that such a pattern could be explained
with permafrost being one of the character’s skills in the League of Legends and a harvesting tool
in the Battle Royale of Fortnite. The vehicle avalanche (mass accident) refers to the popular funny
moment of Grand Theft Auto V, Cryosphere is a robot with water- and ice-based abilities in Mighty
No. 9, and World of Warcraft was developed by the Blizzard Entertainment video game company.

Undoubtedly, all winter sports are associated with the cryosphere; nevertheless, only a limited
amount of sports videos is found among the top-viewed videos containing the cryosphere keywords
(n = 42; 4.9% of all). Sports videos are found for the keyword avalanche (share 14.0%), glacier (10.0%),
snow (6.0%) and GLOFs (12.2%). The top-viewed sports video Snow Sports Battle |Dude Perfect by Dude
Perfect shows the winter basketball/snowballing and the most liked video Fabio Wibmer—Fabiolous
Escape 2 by Fabio Wibmer captures the downhill bike ride over the snowy slopes of Saalbach, Austria.
While the video by Dude Perfect has a rather entertaining character, the latter mentioned captures
professional sport skills. The videos from the Megavalanche extreme downhill race taking place in
Alpe d’Huez, France, are also quite popular. Sports videos for the keyword glacial lake outburst flood
(GLOF) are those of incorrectly written golf practicing videos.

A total of 44 videos (5.1%) are classified as movies (including separated scenes from movies,
TV series, etc.). These are represented among the top-viewed videos for all the keywords with the
exception of the cryosphere and glacial lake outburst floods. The most viewed videos of this type are
learning videos for kids (e.g., the S3E2 The Toys Come to Life episode Ice Cream). Our database also
includes selected parts from popular Ice Age movies. Videos classified as others (n = 110; 12.8%) do have
a content which does not clearly fit in any of the five other categories. These are represented among
the top-viewed videos for all keywords and more frequently represented for the general keyword ice
(33.0%) and glacier (27.0%). An example is the video How to Pronounce Cryosphere by Emma Saying
or video PERMAFROST!! by Seigbiff. The latter mentioned has a length 0:00:06 and captures a guy
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from Abbath metal band screaming “permafrost”. Surprisingly, this video published in 2009 has been
viewed more than 100,000 times and is ranked the 37th most viewed video for the keyword permafrost.

3.2. The Top-Viewed Videos with Cryospheric Content

3.2.1. The Most Popular Cryosphere Components and Phenomena

The top-viewed video with cryospheric content is titled “CHASING ICE” captures largest glacier
calving ever filmed—OFFICIAL VIDEO published by the Exposure Labs (see Table 2). This video has
been played 55M times (in February 2019) and is the most viewed for keywords glacier and ice.
In terms of views, the phenomenon of glacier calving has attracted the highest attention of the public
YouTube audience, suggesting general interest in “eye-catching” dynamic cryosphere-related processes.
This is also confirmed by the top-viewed snow videos where two out of three videos capture a train
passing through a thick snow cover. The top-viewed videos found for the keyword permafrost are
dominated by compilations of objects found in the degrading permafrost, e.g., mummified animal
bodies, which are also a subject of scientific research (e.g., [43]). This is the case of the video Top 10
Mysterious Things Found Frozen In Ice Antarctica, which attracted the highest average number of views
per day (55,308.7 views per day) among the videos published in 2018 or earlier. The top three videos for
the keyword cryosphere were published by NASA (NASA and NASA Goddard channels), and these
could be described as educational (see also Section 4.1). The attention attracted is, however, an order of
magnitude that is lower compared to other general keywords.

Table 2. The top-viewed videos with cryospheric content. Three top-viewed videos (total views;
in February 2019) are shown for each of the five general cryosphere keywords (only two videos with
cryospheric content were found among 100 top-viewed videos for the keyword ice).

Title Author Published Views Views Per Day

Keyword: cryosphere

NASA | A Tour of the Cryosphere 2009 NASA
Goddard 2009 172k 49.9

NASA | A Short Tour of the Cryosphere NASA
Goddard 2007 54k 12.3

NASA Explorers: Cryosphere—The Big Thaw NASA 2018 27k 254.7

Keyword: glacier

“CHASING ICE” captures largest glacier calving ever
filmed—OFFICIAL VIDEO Exposure Labs 2012 55M 24,641.6

Glacier Calving, Huge Wave rqmondo 2010 6.8M 2149.9
Glacier bridge collapses in Perito Moreno || Viral Video UK ViralVideoUK 2016 6.6M 6451.6

Keyword: ice

“CHASING ICE” captures largest glacier calving ever
filmed—OFFICIAL VIDEO Exposure Labs 2012 55M 24,641.6

Top 10 Mysterious Things Found Frozen In Ice Antarctica Top-5 Top-10 2017 25M 55,309.7

Keyword: permafrost

Los 5 Hallazgos bajo el Hielo mas Increíbles de la Historia EnigmaCinco 2016 3.7M 3843.2
14 Most Amazing Permafrost Discoveries from Siberia Extinction Blog 2017 1.0M 2421.3

The Permafrost Mystery: scientists explore giant Yamal Sinkhole RT
Documentary 2015 950k 787.1

Keyword: snow

Amtrak Snow-mo Collision Nick Colvin 2017 17M 24,602.0
Frozen Fails | An Epic Snow and Ice Fail Compilation by FailArmy FailArmy 2015 15M 10,259.9
EPIC CATCH!!! Dashing Thru the Snow—CN Train 406 West at

Salisbury, NB containerman2 2015 14M 9575.9

Similarly to the views and views per day, the most popular videos in terms of obtained likes vary
in order of magnitude among the keywords as well as within individual keywords. Six videos with the
cryospheric content reached over 100,000 likes, of which two were for keywords avalanche and snow
and one for keywords blizzard and ice (see Table 3). The most liked video with cryospheric content is
Solo Overnight Camping In Blizzard—70 Subscriber Special by Nickolas Green Outdoors, which got more
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than 250,000 likes. This video is, at the same time, the most viewed video for the keyword blizzard
(see Section 3.3.1). The total of likes, however, corresponds with the number of subscribers of the
author; five out of ten top liked videos were published by the authors with over 5,000,000 subscribers.
An exception is the third most liked video Amtrak Snow-mo Collision (132,000 likes) by Nick Colvin,
who has only 11,000 subscribers. Surprisingly, the general and specific cryospheric keywords are
represented equally among the top-liked videos, despite the fact that videos of specific keywords do
have considerably lower views. Only three out of 14 top-viewed videos listed for general keywords
(see Table 2) are among the 10 top-liked videos, which does not suggest a simple relationship between
views and likes.

Table 3. The most liked videos with factual cryospheric content (in February2019).

Title Author Subscribers Published Likes Keyword

Solo Overnight Camping In Blizzard—70 Subscriber Special Nickolas Green
Outdoors 282k 2018 253k blizzard

WE ESCAPED AN AVALANCHE! (Raw Footage) Logan Paul
Vlogs 18M 2017 191k avalanche

Amtrak Snow-mo Collision Nick Colvin 11k 2017 132k snow
Top 10 Mysterious Things Found Frozen In Ice Antarctica Top-5 Top-10 180k 2017 131k ice

He Spent 40 Years Alone in the Woods, and Now Scientists Love
Him | Short Film Showcase

National
Geographic 10M 2017 119k snow

Avalanche Devours Hikers Within Seconds Daily Dose of
Internet 5M 2019 108k avalanche

Frozen Fails | An Epic Snow and Ice Fail Compilation by FailArmy FailArmy 14M 2015 96k snow
“CHASING ICE” captures largest glacier calving ever

filmed—OFFICIAL VIDEO Exposure Labs 13k 2012 71k glacier, ice

Beautiful 48 h Time-Lapse of 2016 Blizzard WorseThanChiggers 14k 2016 70k blizzard
NYC BLizzard FAILURE CaseyNeistat 10M 2017 62k blizzard

3.2.2. Geographical Distribution

The geographical location has been assigned to 192 out of 310 videos (61.9%) with factual
cryospheric content. Figure 3 shows that videos with cryospheric content were filmed in all the world’s
continents except for Africa. It also reveals several hotspots of which Alaska (n = 60; 31.3% of all with
geographic focus; 19.4% of all with factual cryospheric content, respectively), Iceland (n = 20; 10.2%;
6.5% respectively) and Central Asia (Hindu Kush-Himalaya-Karakoram-Tibet region; n = 29; 15.1%;
9.3% respectively) dominate. Videos of individual cryosphere keywords are distributed unevenly
all over the globe; while jokulhlaups dominate in the Alaska hotspot, GLOFs dominate in Central
Asia, avalanche in European Alps, the Caucasus and Pacific Northwest, permafrost in Siberia, Tibet
and Northern Canada and blizzard on the East coast of the USA. Glacier dominates in Antarctica,
Patagonia and Greenland.
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3.3. The Top-Viewed Videos about Cryospheric Hazards

3.3.1. Avalanche and Blizzard

Actual avalanche content was captured on 35 videos out of the 100 most viewed ones. Almost all
videos show ongoing avalanche events. The top-viewed video Hit by Avalanche in Everest Basecamp
25.04.2015 by Jost kobusch captured a disastrous M7.8 Gorkha earthquake-induced avalanche in Nepal
(see [44,45]; see Figure 4A). Climber Jost Kobusch who filmed the video of the disaster managed to
escape and survived but at least 18 people died on Everest during this event. The most liked video WE
ESCAPED AN AVALANCHE! (Raw Footage) by Logan Paul Vlogs captures the trip to the Giant Forest of
the Sequoia National Park in California. Only a small avalanche is captured in the video, hence the
title sounds much more dramatic than it actually is, perhaps resulting in the high amount of received
likes. Beyond naturally triggered avalanches, several videos show artificially triggered avalanches
caused by skiers or by shooting from artillery guns by Russian soldiers.

The keyword blizzard returned 16 videos with actual cryospheric content out of the 100 most
viewed. The top-viewed video Solo Overnight Camping In Blizzard—70 Subscriber Special by Nickolas
Green Outdoors is the most liked video at the same time. A very young YouTuber—after reaching
70 subscribers—decided to spend a night alone in very cold weather. There are several videos
about camping during a blizzard, indicating the interest of viewers in seemingly extreme actions.
Notwithstanding, videos capturing blizzard events, which take place in towns predominate our
database (see Figure 4B).

3.3.2. Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOFs) and Jokulhlaups

The search for the keyword glacial lake outburst flood returned 98 results and jokulhlaup returned
61 results, of which 123 (78.6%) are classified as videos with factual cryospheric content. Some of these
videos do capture lake outbursts, while others capture their consequences. The top-viewed video
Russell Glacier Lake bursts by WOGACGreenland shows calving of the Russell Glacier (West Greenland;
see also [46]) into the adjacent proglacial lake/meltwater river, producing a displacement wave running
towards the cameraman’s position (see Figure 4C). The most liked video The Most Dangerous Lake in
Nepal by Daniel Byers is a clip about the GLOF-susceptible Lake 464 from the planned movie Outburst.
This particular lake has also been a subject of a scientific study by Byers et al. [47]. Due to the stochastic
occurrence of GLOFs in space and time and the frequent location of outburst flood-producing lakes in
remote mountain areas, lakes are rarely captured during the outburst.

As such, YouTube videos have the potential to shed light on causes and mechanisms of GLOFs
(see Section 4.1.2). In our database, a rare example is the time series video capturing the outburst of the
well-studied (see [48]) Bear glacier ice-dammed lake in August 2018, published by Kenai Fjords NPS
(see Figure 4D). Jökulhlaups in a strict generic sense (i.e., a flood following the volcanic activity-induced
rapid melting of glacier ice; [49]) are captured on a very limited amount of videos, e.g., Eyjafjallajökull
jökulhlaup on 14 April 2010, Iceland (see Figure 4E). More frequently, the flood propagation further
downstream is documented (Figure 4F). However, it is complicated to distinguish whether these are
actually caused by lake outbursts or not.
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Figure 4. Printscreens from videos capturing selected types of cryospheric hazards. Part (A) shows
the avalanche cloud just a few seconds before hitting the Everest basecamp on 25 April 2015 (Hit
by Avalanche in Everest Basecamp 25.04.2015 by Jost kobusch); part (B) shows about 1 m of new snow
resulting from a blizzard in the Northern Virginia, 22–24 January 2016 (Beautiful 48 h Time-Lapse of
2016 Blizzard uploaded by WorseThanChiggers); part (C) shows the water displacement following the
glacier calving into the adjacent proglacial lake/meltwater river at Russell Glacier, West Greenland
(Source: Russell Glacier Lake bursts by WOGACGreenland); part (D) shows the pre-outburst state of
the lake at Bear Glacier, Alaska, on 9 August 2018, taken from the time-lapse camera (Source: Bear
Glacier Ice-dammed Lake Outburst Flood, August 2018 by Kenai Fjords NPS); part (E) shows Eyjafjallajökull
jokulhlaup on 14 April 2010, Iceland (Source: Eyjafjallajökull glacial flood (jökulhlaup) 14 April 2010 by
hpjons); and part (F) shows previously unreported 2015 Skaftárhlaup jokulhlaup on Iceland (Source:
Skaftárhlaup_3_BDMV by Pall Jokull Petursson).
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4. Discussion and Outlook

4.1. Potential of YouTube Videos for Educational and Research Purposes

General potentials and limitations of YouTube videos are outlined in Section 1. In this section,
the potential of YouTube cryosphere videos for educational (see Section 4.1.1) and research purposes
(see Section 4.1.2) are discussed.

4.1.1. Educational Purposes

Being accessible to and accessed by billions of users, YouTube.com has the power and potential
to communicate content to a broad public audience and thus has a cognitive value as an educational
content [50]. While YouTube has been recognized as an emerging source of information and an
educational tool across various disciplines of science (e.g., [51–53]), recently also including the field of
physical geography [54], it is also necessary to take the reliability of the content in the virtual space
into an account (see the example of Twitter [55]). The content uploaded to YouTube can intentionally
or unintentionally contain incomplete, misleading, tendentious or even incorrect information. This is a
general feature of the current “freedom-of-speech” online environment. However, recent efforts of
Google (the owner of YouTube) try to address this issue with the plan of providing short descriptions
offering essential science-based information [56]. Such information would be linked to longer
explanations on Wikipedia to help fighting with disinformation. Global warming—a key issue in
cryosphere science—is among the themes included in this programme (other is the measles, mumps
and rubella vaccine). According to Brainard [56], automatically identified videos paddling climate
misinformation are accompained by the message “Multiple lines of scientific evidence show that the
climate system is warming”.

While YouTube offers a broad range of sorting (by views, by relevance, by rating, by upload
date) and filtering (duration, features, type) among the results found, no specific setting is available to
sort out the educational videos. For educational purposes, we thus recommend searching among the
institutional channels of research/professional organizations. However, there are also certainly useful
personal channels of which we also provide examples in this section.

Among the authors of the videos in our database, several educational channels/channels focusing
on dissemination of scientific results are represented. Among these, NASA and NASA Goddard
institutional channels attract the highest attention in terms of views (see also Table 1). Other examples
are produced by the ICIMOD (International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development), e.g.,
the video Climate Change and its Impacts on Cryosphere and Water Resources of the HKH, or by the
University of California Irvine (Earth System Science 1: Intro to ESS. Lecture 16. Cryosphere).

One of the few personal channels focusing on the systematic education in cryosphere science is
a channel of Simon Clark—video maker and science communicator from Bristol, UK, who gained
his PhD at the University of Exeter. Each episode of his series Crash Course Cryosphere attracted
thousands of views. These numbers are comparable to the attention attracted by the videos published
by institutional channels of large research organizations. Another example of videos with educational
cryosphere content is a talk by Dr Richard S. Williams (Geoscience Information Services) on the topic
The Earth’s Disappearing Cryosphere: Glaciers, Snow Cover, Floating Ice, and Permafrost.

Apart from communicating and disseminating scientific results to the broader public audience,
Goudie [57] in his work on aesthetic and relevance in outreach pointed out that the aesthetic is
essential for making geomorphology a discipline that appeals to the general public and to potential
students—this can also be adopted for the cryosphere science. Appropriately made videos published
at YouTube certainly have the potential to do a good job in this regard.

4.1.2. Research Purposes

Besides YouTube being a powerful method of outreach and a useful tool for knowledge
dissemination and communication [58], geosciences can benefit from online videos as the material

YouTube.com
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uploaded by public users potentially contains a great amount of worthwhile data. For instance, natural
hazards of mass movements such as landslides, rockfalls or GLOFs are difficult to record as they often
happen unexpectedly and in remote areas, e.g., high mountains [54]. More specifically, these videos
have the potential to contribute to the elucidation of dynamics, magnitude and behavior of different
types of mass movements originating within the cryospheric environment. Witnesses of these events
commonly shoot videos which are uploaded to online platforms afterwards [59]. Rare events are thus
recorded by citizens rather than researchers and science can benefit from the large data repository
which would otherwise be unavailable [35,54]. Lewis and Park [54] documented that contemporary
advanced technological capability enabled the enhanced processing and analyzing of these audiovisual
materials. As an example, these volunteered geographic videos were used for the extraction of the
topographical data in the area affected by a landslide and also employed to study extreme floods.
Such a trend is also observed among the videos in our database, where a considerable part of videos
with cryospheric content has been uploaded by users with personal channels (not institutional channels
such as the one of NASA).

Especially in case of GLOFs, comprehensive databases of previous events are of the utmost
importance in efforts to understand the patterns of their occurrence in space and time [60]. In this
particular case, videos of such events taken by incidental witnesses have the potential to contribute to
these efforts, if shared. An example of previously unreported GLOF (here we refer to Carrivick and
Tweed global inventory of GLOFs [61]) found among the YouTube videos is Skaftárhlaup_3_BDMV
by Pall Jokull Petursson capturing a flood in 2 October 2015, Iceland (see Figure 4D). In addition,
such videos can provide insights into the erosion-transport-accumulation interactions (e.g., the amount
and size of transported boulders) and could be also used to estimate the maximum flood height and
flow speed, for instance [54]. Such information is desirable to back-calculate these extreme events
and set up the parameters of the model used [62]. However, some problems remain regarding the
validation and determination of the location where the video has been filmed, if not explicitly indicated.

4.2. The Relationship between Views, Likes, Dislikes and Subscribers

In this study, we assume that the more viewed/liked videos reflect a higher interest of the broader
public audience. However, one could argue that the total of views and likes is rather driven by the total
subscriptions, expecting that the video published by the author with a high amount of subscribers
will receive more views and likes respectively. In this section, we reveal the relationship between
these characteristics. Our data suggest that the relationship between the total number of subscribers
and other characteristics is rather weak, with R2 ranging from 0.36 to 0.42 for the entire dataset and
0.18 to 0.29 for the subset of the videos with factual cryospheric content (see Figure 5A–C). We also
show that the total of views is closely tied with likes and dislikes, with R2 ranging from 0.73 to 0.89
for the entire dataset and 0.83 to 0.89 for the subset of the videos with factual cryospheric content
(see Figure 5C–E). Using the analogy to the study of Tahamatan et al. [63], we opine that the total of
views is rather controlled by other qualitative characteristics of the video, such as the catchiness of the
title, quality and interest of the content or other factors influencing virality [64]. Thus, we argue that
the total of views and likes can be used as an indicator of the interest of the public audience in a given
subject—different components of the cryosphere in our case.

4.3. Outlook

Containing a huge amount of audiovisual materials, YouTube has been recognized as a valuable
source of information across scientific disciplines. At the same time, YouTube represents a powerful
communication tool for outreach and dissemination of science. Our study provides the first insights
into the top-viewed videos found for nine cryospheric keywords, covering essential components of
the cryosphere and selected cryospheric hazards. We explore the most viewed and the most liked
videos with factual cryospheric content, showing the interest of the public audience, especially in
rapid/dynamic processes and mysterious phenomena, and we show that personal channels may attract
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higher attention (views, likes, subscribers) compared to the official institutional channels. Our analysis
corroborates previous claims that the content stored at YouTube can serve for both educational and
research purposes, here supported by concrete examples from the cryospheric science. While our
dataset only reveals a limited amount of videos available at YouTube for some of the specific keywords
(e.g., GLOFs), we opine that the expected increasing of future availability of connectable devices and
internet access will further strengthen the connections between the social media and cryospheric
science, both for outreach and data mining.Geosciences 2019, 1, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 16 
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